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Five city parks can
fit all interests of
University students
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Wednesday afternoon in Carter Park.
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Outdoor recreation and wildlife experiences
offered for students, community members
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CLEAN UP: Sophomore Ashley Motey reaches for a piece of waste near the on-ramp to 1-75 from 582 on Wednesday afternoon Morey. along with freshmen Andrea
Rulasoon and Shayla James, was part of Kohl's Chapman Learning Community in Kohl's highway cleanup efforts

Students pick up trash along 1-75 for first all-Chapman service project
By Alissa Widman
Reporter

J&f>hl Hall's Chapman Learning Community
•fxcelebrated Earth Day early with almost
two hours of spring cleaning Wednesday on
lnterstate-75.
Nearly 200 students and about 10 faculty
supervisors were shuttled to a stretch of highway about seven miles long, from Kramer Road
to Route 582, to pick up trash and recyclables.
The cleanup was sponsored by the Ohio
Department of Transportation's Adopt-AHighway program, a statewide program several

she hopes they can find a park
they can really enjoy.
Grigore said each park is
Spring is here and with it comes unique in what it has to offer in
good weather for recreational terms of recreation.
activities and spending time in
The largest park spans 100
one of the city s five parks.
acres on S. Wintergarden
Michelle Grigore, director of Road. Wintergarden/St. lohn's
the parks and recreation depart- Nature Preserve is a passive
ment, said while she attended recreation park where people
the University, she never went can walk nature trails and bird
watch, she said. Grigore said
to the parks.
"There used to be an open there are no baseball diamonds,
dump—I 'd go there and look for basketball courts, etc.. because
wildlife there and look for wild- Wintergarden focuses on preslife in the cemetery," Grigore ervation, unlike Carter Park,
said. "I was a biology student, which focuses on sports.
Wayne Unsell, a professor in
so I was hanging outside during
lunch hours. I had no idea there the construction management
were any parks here."
See PARKS | Page 2
Grigore said she thinks this
is fairly typical of students, but
Reporter

-

University organizations partake in every year.
The service project was significant in two
ways — it marked the year's last CORE event
and it was also the first all-community project
for the group — Chapman director Madeline
Duntley said.
"That'soneofthe things that marksChapman
— a commitment to service learning,'' Duntley
said. "Once a month, we all meet together as a
community for a CORE event, and this is how
we're going to do our year end meeting, by

CAMPUS
BRIEFS

See HIGHWAY | Page 2

Sexual assault suspect
indicted, trial date
not set

Corrupted McAfee
update virus infects
University computers

The suspect involved in the

Funds raised by Annual Teeter-Totter-Thon
hit home for Delta Sigma Pi brothers
By

ROM

A virus infected every PC on campus

sexual assault of a University student in

Wednesday.

McDonald West on April 9 was indicted by

The virus was a result of a corrupted

the grand jury Wednesday morning.

update released by the anti-virus soft-

John J. McCullough. 24. of Willoughby.
Ohio, has been charged with two counts of

Business fraternity Delta
Sigma Pi honored a brother's
father with their annual 36straight hour Teeter-TotterThon fundraiser Wednesday
in the Union Oval.
"My father got sick right at the
end of December and it was real
unexpected," said brother Adam
ki ir)iiv "We had no idea; he was
fine and then one night he had
some stomach pain, went linto
the hospitall and a couple days
later he had passed away."
km HIS said his family found
out his father had died of
colon cancer.
"My fraternity supported me
all the way through it, and
they thought that [the event]
is something we always did
in the past, and that it would
be a nice to start doing it for
colon cancer in memory of my
father," he said.
Dana Rybak, Delta Sigma Pi

Dave Kielmeyer. senior director of
communications, said ITS blocked the

fication, a felony of the fourth degree.

corrupted hie from University computers with a Firewall.

between five and 10 years in pnsion for

An e-mail from Information

rape and six to 18 months in prison for

Technology Services sent at 5:15

possession of LSD.

p.m Wednesday to everyone at the
University stated computers with

His trial date has not been set yet but

McAfee Anti-Virus 87 and installed

will occur at the Court of Common Pleas
The grand jury indictment indicates there

with DATfile5958 are corrupted. Any

is enough evidence to proceed to trial.

computer students use on and off
campus could be impacted, according

McCullough's lawyer is Andrew

to the e-mail.

Schuman. who declined to comment on

Kielmeyer also said it wasn't just

the indictment.

a problem at the University, but PCs

McCullough allegedly gave the victim

across the world with the corrupted

candy laced with LSD. causing her to feel

McAfee update were affected.

intoxicated, and then forced her to ingest
KASSAHDDA LEACH I THC BG NEWS
SEESAW: Freshman Morgan Schneider, sophomore Alex Fuller, senior Sarah Tomek

McAfee is aware of the problem,

another drug-laced candy He then sexually
assaulted her. according to court docu-

according to its website. It released

ments

instructions to possibly fix the problem
on its Corporate KnowledgeBase

freshman Jimmy Williams and junioi Andrienne Beres climb on the teeter-totter while asking
University Police arrested McCullough

for donations for colon cancer research.

http://vil.nai.com/vil/5958Jalse.htm.

on April 15 in Lot J after he contacted the

Mark Wilinski, a brother,
Rybak said the fraternity had said he is trying to help cancer
also raised money through a research in any way he can.
"I've had a lot of friends that
website.
"We had donations online have had cancer," he said. "If it's
from a lot of our parents and just giving a couple hours of my
family members — even some
See TEETER | Page 2
professors in the college of business donated," she said.
penny goes a long way."

victim requesting to see her. He has been
positively identified by the victim.
McCullough was served a protection
order stating he is not allowed to contact
the victim or be within 500 feet of her
McCullough has no priors in Ohio but
does have an outstanding warrant for
drugs in California
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Program funds scholarships

People watching shows openness

Barnes awaits the Draft

The Ohio Third Frontier program

Strange behaviors in the Union show that students have

*

provides scholarships and co-ops for

accepted the University campus as their home, and feel

tonight, former BG wide receiver

students whose work will bring

very comfortable doing whatever they please, according

Freddie Barnes is looking towards a

economjc prosperity to Ohio | Page 6

todumnistHarnaBbela fPagc4

professional future. | Page 7

k

University computers.

one count of possession of LSD with speci-

Schn*id*r

vice president of alumni relations, said the fraternity raised
more than $1,000 for the
American Cancer Society, specifically colon cancer research.
"We're basically trying to raise
money to help cancer research
in any way, shape or form we
can," Rybak said.
The event, which brother
Lauren Whitaker said has
been held for the past 26 years,
changes which charity to raise
money for frequently.
"The year before it was the
Make-A-Wish Foundation," she
said. "We usually change it up,
just depending on what we feel
like, but most of the time it's
usually some type of cancer
research."
Rybak said the event is important because cancer affects
almost everyone.
"Regardless of who you are, it
can affect you some day. So I
think helping to raise funds for
it is a really great idea," she said.
"Even if it's a few cents, every

ware McAfee, which is installed on all

rape, both felonies of the first degree, and

If convicted. McCullough could serve

Reporter
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A WALK IN THE PARK: Junior Mandy Dewey plays with Spencer, her friend's dog.
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET
Who would you draft to the NFL?

With the NFL draft commencing
STEPHEN STAUCH
Freshman. Special Educator
"Gerry Bertier from 'Remember the
Titans." | Page 4
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BLOTTER

PARKS
From Page 1

TUES., APRIL 20
2:29 A.M.
Earry K Bothwell. 21, of Bowling
Green, was charged with criminal
trespass and unlawful restraint within
the 700 block of Napoleon Road
7:44 A.M.
Complainant reported that sometime between 8 p.m. - 7 a.m someone poured used motor oil on the
pavement at Muffler Brothers.
9:15 A.M.
Individual reported that someone
in a Dodge Nitro cut him off and
slammed on the brakes In front of
him. then came in to his work an
hour later.
3:01 P.M.
Diana Lynn Casiano. 55. of Bowling
Green, was cited for theft/shopliftmg after attempting to leave WalMart without paying for six items.
3:50 P.M.
Resident withm the 900 block of N.
Summit St. reported that someone
took a cement goose valued at $50
sometime over night
9 09 P.M.
Individual reported that an 8-year
old was accidentally shot in tne eye
with a BB gun within the 800 block
of E Gypsy Lane Road.
9=54 P.M.
Resident within the 700 block of E.
Napoleon Road was warned for disorderly conduct/loud music.
11:40 P.M.
Individual was warned for disorderly
conduct/intoxication near corner
of South Prospect Street and East
Napoleon Road

department, said he loves it for
its passive recreation as well.
Unsell has two Schnauzers
he takes out to Wintergarden
almost ever)' day. He said (he
trails are great for his dogs and
the flat ground makes il easy to
walk them.
He said Wintergarden is very
clean, except for the occasional piece of garbage lhat
escapes its owner, and he likes
the wildlife.
"You see a lot of deer in
the morning or at night, and
there are lots of kinds of birds."
Unsell said.
Unsell said the park is great
even in the winter, when he
sees cross country skiers take
on the walking trails. He said
the park changes so drastically
from season to season that it is
always new.
"It is like visiting four different parks." Unsell said.
junior Mandy Dewey said
she likes to go to Carter
Park because of her style of
recreation.
Carter Park is located alongside lnterstate-75 and the
Bowling Green water tower,
but Dewey said she does not
mind too much.
"It may be weird, but I really
like the water tower," Dewey
said. "I would not mind the
highway being located somewhere else."
She said she likes to walk

around the park because it
looks so nice and she likes playing on the playground. Dewey
also said she likes the Frisbee
golf course, even though she is
not good at it.
Dewey said she frequents
the park at least once a day
and visiting it helps her work
Out her stress.
Aside from the Frisbee golf
course, Carter has several softball and soccer fields and a
small playground.
City Park, the oldest park in
Bowling (ireen, is located on
City Park Drive. It has some
walking tracks, and is more of
a park for all ages than for one
specific group, Grigore said.
City Park has basketball
courts for adults and teens,
playgrounds for younger children, walking courses, a swimming pool and picnic tables.
Ryan Zavaleta, city resident,
said his parents took him to
City Park when he was young
and now he takes his son
almost every day. He said he
likes it a lot and it is also the
closest park — only n block
away from his house — so he
and his son can walk there.
"We typically start at the
entrance of the park, then
walk over to the cannon."
Zavaleta said. "Eventually, we
make it to the sandbox and
the playground."
Zavaleta said the park is very
much for families and not so
much for college students. For
college students who have
family, however, this may be a

good park to visit.
For students who live in
more hilly places than Bowling
Green, there is one park that
may hold something very dear
to their hearts.
Grigore said Conneaut Park
Sledding Hill, on the corner of
Conneaut and Haskins Road,
is most likely the highest point
in Bowling Green and one of
the only places to go sled riding during the winter.
She said Bowling Green
does not have a lot of geographical variety, and although
Conneaut Park is only seven
acres, it becomes very popular
in the winter months due to
its hill.
The newest to Wood County
is Simpson Garden Park at
Conneaut Road, which houses the parks and recreation
department. Being a garden
park, it has many different species of plants, all taken care of
by volunteers.
(irigore said it is a good place
to walk and see all the different species of plants. She said
what is really amazing is the
response from the community.
Grigore said the city parks
give a lot to students and
residents.
She said with exams coming
up, visiting the parks would
be a good way to relieve stress
and take a break, whether
walking In Wintergarden, playing a team Frisbee golf game
at Carter Park, or getting in
touch with your childish side
on playgrounds at City Park.
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HIGHWAY

From Page 1

giving back to the community
and celebrating Earth Day."
Duntley said planning
the cleanup could not have
been completed without
the cooperation of ODOT.
which supplied safety vests,
garbage bags, signs and
support staff.
"We always wanted to do
an Earth Day project, but we
had never been able to get one
together. ODOT was the first
group willing to take on almost
200 people," she said. "Usually
tools arc the obstacles, but you
can do this with your gloves
and hands."
District coordinator for
Adopt-A-Highway programs
in Wood County Kim Roessner
said ODOT was very excited
and eager to accept Duntley's
request for an Adopt-AHighway cleanup.
She also said Chapman's
CORE event was the largest
Adopl-A-Highway group coordinated in Wood County.
"This was a really quick way
to get a lot of highway cleaned
at a time it was really needed
... It saves us a lot of time and
money," Roessner said. "This
is a huge endeavor in a really
visible area. I'm really happy
they volunteered for it."

TEETER
From Page 1

DID YOU KNOW?

R goldfish has a
memory span of
three seconds.

WED. APRIL21
12:52 A.M.
Individual was warned for disorderly
conduct/public intoxication within
the 100 block of E Wooster St
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time, it's not a big deal to me."
Wilinski said the brothers
signed up for hour shifts and
visited between classes to support the cause.
"Right now, I'm not supposed
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Enjoy quiet, affordable living in
a location with easy access to
BGSU and Downtown Bowling
Green. Great for BGSU faculty/
staff and young professionals

(419) 353-5800
www.meccabg.com

Management Inc.

to be working, but I came out
here to help out," he said. "I'm
just trying to help out as much
as I can."
Koons said he was very
touched by his fraternity's
efforts to honor his father.
"I appreciate it a lot," he
said. "It really shows me how
much the people around me
care for me."
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Newer Construction
Two Story duplexes
3 Bedrooms 2 Baths
On site Laundry
3 Unrelated Tenants
9.5 & 12 Month Leases
Ceramic Tile
$760/mo(12mo)

CA

Freshman Chapman member Hannah Walsh said the
Earth Day CORE event was her
first experience with AdoptA-Highway and she enjoyed
the feeling of accomplishment
afterwards.
"1 think volunteering is
important because we can
change the world just by helping with the smallest things,"
Walsh said. "And the benefit of
volunteering with Chapman
is that you know the people
and the job gets done quicker,
and you have more fun doing
the work."
Duntley said she is hopeful the Earth Day cleanup will
help a generation of students
become more aware of its surroundings and realize how
important it is to not litter. She
said the water in the ditches
is a vital part of the wildlife
around the cleanup site and
cleanups like this are important for sustaining a healthy
environment.
"It's an important public
image for the BG campus to
have all of its entry- and exit
points clean, manicured and
safe ... We all need to cooperate in keeping our roadways
safe and beautiful," Duntley
said. "You take it for granted
that these roadways are maintained, but it takes a phenomenal amount of work to keep
them clean and respectable."

Go to www.shamrockbg.com or call 419.354 0070
lor leasing information on the four great floor plans
and pricing.
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Better Pizza, K
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ONLY $1.50
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• Natural gis fireplace

• Diswasher/Disposal
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'Jacuzzi tub"
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• Attached garage*
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Shamrock Village Condominiums
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&
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Military supports wind power despite radar worries
PETERSON AIR FORCE BASE. Colo (AP) - A US general is trying to reassure the
public the military supports wind power and other alternative energy, despite his concerns
that turbines may block radar that detects threats to North America.
Air Force Gen Gene Renuart. head of US Northern Command and the North
American Aerospace Defense Command wrote on his official blog this week that both
commands are committed to homeland defense and clean energy
Construction of a 338-turbine wind farm in Oregon has been put on hold while experts
study whether it will interfere with a nearby radar station
The Federal Aviation Administration, with Air Force backing, issued a notice in March
that effectively bars construction. The Defense Department asked the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology's Lincoln Laboratoiy to investigate

Idaho governor released from hospital in Boise
BOISE. Idaho (AP) - A spokesman (or Gov. C.L. "Butch Oiler said the Idaho
governor has been released from a Boise hospital afler being treated for dehydration
and flulike symptoms.
In a statement Wednesday, spokesman Mark Warbis said Otter was resting at
home.
The 67-year-old Otter was taken to St. Alphonsus Regional Medical Center on
Monday following a week of travel and a swing through northern Idaho on state and
campaign business.
Idaho first lady Lon Otter filled in Tuesday for her husband at a Sl.OOO-a-plate
dinner he was scheduted to host with former New York City mayor Rudy Giuliani.
Otter is one of six candidates seeking the Republican nomination in next month's
primary
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Abortion doc's killer files petition, hearing set

nta

WICHITA, Kan (AP) - The convicted killer of a Kansas abortion provider has filed
a petition complaining of his treatment in prison and seeking his release
A hearing on Scott Roeder's habeas corpus petition is scheduled for June 4 before
Judge Timothy Henderson in Wichita A habeas corpus petition reguires that a judge
determine whether the government can continue to hold a prisoner
The court docket shows Roeder filed the initial paperwork himself in February His
court-appointed attorney. Michael Brown, could not immediately be reached for com
men!
All the documents in a separate civil case involving Roeder have been sealed
The murder case against him for killing Dr George Tiller is now under appeal
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N.M. boy suffers skull fracture after fight on bus
ALBUQUERQUE. N M. (AP).- A first-grade boy underwent surgery for a skull
fracture after an apparent fight with another boy on a school bus in the southern New
Mexico city of Las Cruces. a school official and an attorney for the child's family said
Wednesday.
The two boys, both in first grade, were riding home April 14 when there was an
apparent shoving match and one boy hit his head, said Las Cruces Public Schools
spokeswoman Jo Galvan
"We do not know how he ended up falling yet... We just know he was crying when
he got off the bus. The driver asked him what happened, and the kid said the other kid
pushed him." she said

^
Woman gets probation for starving son with cult
BALTIMORE (AP) - A woman who starved her I -year-old son to death at the behest of
a religious cult leader was given a sentence Wednesday that won't require her to serve any
more jail time.
Ra Ramkissoon. 23. pleaded guilty last year to child abuse resulting in the death of Javon
Thompson She admitted denying food and water to the 16-month-old child when he did
not say "Amen" before a meal. Javon wasted away over the course of a week before his heart
stopped beating
Baltimore Circuit Judge Timothy J Doory suspended the balance of Ramkissoon's 20-year
sentence and ordered her to report to a residential treatment facility lor young women The
treatment program includes Bible study, and Ramkissoon will be requted to complete the
program, which doesn't have a specified length, before she can live on her own
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"Usually tools are the obstacles, but you can do this with your gloves and hands."
- Chapman Director Madeline DuntJey on Chapman Learning Community students volunteering
for ODOT's Adopt-A-Highway program [see story, pg. 1].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET who would y0u draft to the NFL?
"Kelsey 'Nemo'
Nemick."

"Superman."

'Cameron Hall."

"Chanzard."
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Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
BAILEY LESSIG.
Freshman,
Bio-chemistry Pre-med

ZACH ZUCCARO.
Freshman.
Architecture

BLAKE ANGUS.
Freshman.
Biology Pre-med

THE LEGEND OF BONES MALONE
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When dealing with exclusion,
drawing the line can be difficult

Well, you knew it had to
happen.
The
Christian
Legal
Society ICLS) is an organization that, according to its
website, "is a non-denominational Christian membership association of lawyers,
judges, law professors, law
students, and other associates ... whose members participate in the broad and rich
variety of Christian congregational life and traditions.
Membership in the Christian
Legal Society is open to all
who believe in and sign CLS'
Statement of Faith." CLS has
student chapters at many different law schools.
The
Hastings
School
of the Law, located in San
Francisco, is the oldest law
school in California. It hosts
a number of different student organizations — one of
which is not CLS.
The reason?
Hastings
requires all its student organizations to offer membership
to anyone enrolled — what
is known as an "all-comers
policy." This puts them at
odds with CLS. who requires
all officers sign a Statement
of Faith.
Hastings' position is not
that such an organization
should not exist. Its stance
is that the group should not
be recognized as a student

SPEAK YOUR MIND

does the school have in this
policing mechanism that it is
imposing?"
Chief lustice Roberts drew a
distinction between discrimination based on status, gender or race and discrimination
based on religious beliefs. He
said the Constitution supports
exclusion based on beliefs, but
not on status.
What happens when the two
overlap? That's what the dispute is all about.
Our University website proclaims we have over 300 student groups. The school wisely
does not enforce an "all comers" policy. As the Supreme
Court said in a I9H4 decision,
"freedom of association presupposes a freedom not to
associate."
The danger here, of course,
is succumbing to the tyranny
of words. Some use the word
"discrimination" as a club,
and brand those who discriminate as being racist or sexist.
But more subtle thinking is
called for.
There is nothing inherently
wrong with discrimination, or
selecting with whom you care
to associate. The danger, in
this case, lies in organizations
that discriminate based on
status, rather than beliefs, to
use the Chief Justice's words.
It's the old story: if you take
the king's shilling, you do the
king's bidding. As one who has
been a faculty adviser for a
student organization, I can say
funding comes with strings
attached, as well it should.
The problem, as in many
cases, consists in knowing
where to draw the line.

We seldom put much thought
into the buildings in which
we spend our days. For my
campus-dwelling friends,
it's probably your dorm.
In my case, it's the Bowen
Thompson Student Union.
I eat, study and, strangely
enough, work there.
On any school day, the
Union swells with people.
It's a place to socialize, study,
shop and eat. In the daytime
the number of people that
walk in and out of the Union
is hard to estimate, but it
must be a lot. Often times, I
find myself walking around
the Union when I don't have
to be in the Union.
The middle of the Union is
manned by organizations trying to get your attention for
some cause or just get you to
donate money. The first floor
reminds me of an Eastern
Bazaar. It just has this feel of
so many things going on at
once. You will find people talking, eating, laughing, screaming and crying all at the same
time. The Union has all kinds
of backgrounds and creeds
rubbing shoulders, interacting
or trying not to interact.
If you go to the free speech
area just outside, you may be
greeted by a group of students
advocating something or, the
one I love the most, a preacher
dude trying to save our souls
from the scorching fires of
hell. The preacher dude clearly
knows we think he is a psycho
but continues his sermons.
The multifunctional nature
of the Union makes it one of
the best resources on campus.
This also makes it attract a
range of people, from the ordinary to the absolutely weird.
Working in the Union

v

Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

a question? Give us your

Freshman.
Criminal Justice

feedback at bgviews.com

People are able to relax in the
Union, sometimes too much

CoilEGiE ^"Af> BANDS.

association. By not recognizing CLS as a student association, Hastings' CLS group has
been denied college activity
funding, the use of student email and bulletin boards and
the use of college facilities for
meetings.
So. is the dispute really
about diversity versus freedom of religion, as some
would have it, or that Hastings
is using the weapon of nonrecognition to enforce its
idea of non-discrimination? It
depends on which side of the
fence you're on.
The U.S. Supreme Court
took up the matter and heard
arguments Monday. The dispute appears to turn around
the issue of whether a state
school can use a "non-discrimination" rule to bar a
student organization whose
charter includes a traditional
view of human sexuality, i.e.,
sex should only occur between
a man and woman united in a
traditional marriage.
Disputes of this type have
occurred at the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
Ohio State, Tufts and Rutgers.
But, as Harvey Silverglate,
who signed a friend-of-thccourt brief in the Hastings
case, noted, these attempts
at regulation by the schools
failed due to either bad press
or court orders.
lustice Kennedy wondered
if the policy was unnecessary.
He opined that the College
Democrats wouldn't want to
attend the College Republican
meetings. "Doesn't all this
just work out? What interest

MATTHEW WELSH,

Respond to Phil at
1hinews9bgntws.com

exposes you to some facets
of human nature that can be
strange to some but painfully
funny to me.
In the later hours of the
day, the Union becomes the
domain of custodial late shift
workers like me. Even after 11
p.m. when only Zza's is open,
the Union doesn't shut down
or become a ghost town.
The Union is a living organism. At these late hours, it
merely takes a nap and does
things at a slower tempo. The
computer lab is populated by
everyone, from the serial procrastinator to the methodic
and studious.
The TV lounge becomes
home to a strange, middleaged dude who sits by the Mac
computer neatly tucked in the
corner. I have no idea when he
gets there or when he leaves.
He usually looks like a cross
between a meth head and a
hobo; he seems like someone
who is relatively comfortable
being in the Union.
But his outstanding characteristics are only slowly coming to surface. As I stare intently at this odd man, something
about him arrests my attention as I dust mop the front of
the TV lounge.
He isn't the first person to
use that computer. It gets used
by people who aren't students
because they don't need a
password. The TV lounge has
an almost living room-like
comfort. It's not strange to see
someone crashing there after
a long night at the bar or pulling an all-night cram session.
Once during my time as
a dust mop specialist, there
was one individual who slept
on the same couch in the
TV lounge daily. To this day
I believe this dude may have
been homeless or was kicked
out by his wife.
But the strangeold man takes
the comfort and warmth of the
TV lounge to another level. As
I get done dust mopping 1 find

a girl walking toward me with a
look that was a cross between
utter disgust and shock. She
asks me if I work in the Union,
which I assumed would be obvious based on what I'm wearing.
I tell her yes, and then she says
the dude in the TV lounge using
the Mac is acting strange.
1 briskly walked to the TV
lounge not knowing what to
expect. Then I was arrested by
this image of this man wearing a dark, pale green coat and
camouflage bottoms.
The man's face was hidden
behind the screen and his hand
was in his camouflage pants.
He had no qualms about
doing this in public. He seemed
to be behaving like he was in his
own living room, just enjoying
some pornographic material. I
was a bit too afraid to approach
the man, so I left the place
and informed a colleague who
informed the police. I heard this
isn't the first time this has happened in the Union.
For me, this points to just
how comfortable the Union can
make anyone. Yet despite how
comfortable it is, people need
to seriously be a bit considerate
when it comes to enjoying some
of their favorite elicit movies.
I have nothing against watching them, but masturbating
in the TV lounge is just plain
wrong and takes comfort to an
uncomfortable level.
Respond lo llama at
thenewsObgnews, com

WEB SITE POLL
0: What are your
thoughts on faculty
unionization?

i Faculty are underap-

; predated and should
I have a union: S2%

419 572 mf.

\
;
i
I

Faculty are underappreciated, but
a union is not the
answer: 17%

i

I I don't know: 4%

!
| No union is needed
; because faculty are
treated fairly: 27%
The BG News poll is not
scientific and reflects the
opinions of only those Internet
users who nave chosen to
participate- The results cannot
be assumed to represent the
opinions of Internet users in
general, nor the public as a
whole

START
CONTRIBUTING.

■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new'comment box at the Union
Information Center.

FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!

■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall

TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from the
paper and online extras.

■ Call us at 419-572-6966.

Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.
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SPEAK YOUR MIND
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Cargo plane crashes
in the Philippines;
three dead

Runaway luxury train
derails in S.Africa,
2 dead

Sarkozy to submit
bill banning Islamic
face veils

MANILA. Philippines (AP)-A
Russian-made cargo plane crashed
and burst into flames in a rice (ield
north ol the Philippine capital
Wednesday as it attempted a landing. Three crew were killed and three
pulled out alive from the burning
wreckage.

PRETORIA. South Africa (AP)-A
luxury train filled with foreign tourists, many of them Americans, sped
downhill out of control before derailing
in South Africa Wednesday, killing a
pregnant woman and another crew
member and trapping passengers in
the mangled coaches.

PARIS (AP)-French President
Nicolas Sarkozy on Wednesday
ordered legislation that would ban
women from wearing Islamic veils that
hide the face in the street and other
public places.

The Antonov 12 aircraft was
flying from Mactan in the central
Philippines and crashed about 22
miles (55 kilometers) south of Clark
airport, the former U.S. Air Base
near Manila, said Alfonso Cusi,
director-general of the Civil Aviation
Authority of the Philippines

Rail officials advised passengers and
crew to jump from the train as it sped
' into Pretoria. South Africa's capital.
after their attempts to apply brakes did
not work

Firefighters struggled into the
night to put out the flames that
engulfed the aircraft after it exploded on impact, ripping the plane
into two sections, said police Chief
Inspector Carlito Fabro.
Villagers managed to rescue three
crew members - two Russians and
an Uzbek, who suffered bruises and
were brought to a police station to
rest, police said.

In seeking to forbid the garment
from public view. Sarkozy defied
the advice of experts sought by the
government who warned that such a
broad ban risked contravening Frances
constitution.

iove

Such a measure would put France
on the same track as Belgium, which is
also moving toward a complete ban in
a similar reaction as Islamic culture has
come in conflict with native European
values Sarkozy has repeatedly said that
such clothing oppresses women and is
"not welcome" in France.

"1 screamed at the others to tell
them to jump off.' said Rovos Rail
Managing Director Rohan Vos. "1
jumped off while it was moving"
The train was carrying nearly 60
passengers, and about 20 of them
were injured, including 10 Americans.
the U.S Embassy and reports from
emergency officials said.

Government spokesman Luc Chatel
said after Wednesday's weekly Cabinet
meeting that the president decided
the government should submit a bill to
parliament in May on an overall ban on
burqa-like veils

The Rovos Rail voyage had begun in
Cape Town and was close to its destination in Pretoria when it stopped for
what is usually a routine change from
an electric to a steam locomotive, said
Nothemba Dlali of Metro Rail, which
oversees rail service in South Africa's
major population centers. The tram trip
is billed as a re-creation of the golden
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"The ban on veils covering the whole
face should be general, in every public
space, because the dignity of women
cannot be put in doubt," Chatel said

age of travel.
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BGViewsi
Coming home this summer?
The Ohio State University at Lima
offers a summer schedule full of
general education classes that
will easily transfer back to
Bowling Green in the fall.
For information on which
courses transfer or how to
enroll for summer classes,
call the Office of Admissions
at (419) 995-8391.
Summer classes start
June 21, 2010.

Friday April 23rd
4pm-6pm
[stop by before you go
out for the night]
Live DJ from KISS FM
FREE FOOD AND FUN!

OHIO
SIAIF
LIMA

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

by our office ft
pick up the
Nsw Listings!

Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments
in Good Locations!
Available for 2010-2011
• We have Efficiencies, I Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments.
• In most cases, furnished and unfurnished are the same price.
• In most cases, water, sewer, and trash are included.
• Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office.

WE HAVE UNITS READY FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!

OHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC
319 F.. Wooster Street. Bowling Green, OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.

RKNTAL OFFICE (4191.154-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday • 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday • 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnneuloverealesUte.com
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Ultimate Student Living
912

KLOTZ ROAD

•

BOWLING GREEN,

OH 4.S402

419-353-4316
twwiWienclave2aptSiC0in
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Cars on campus promote businesses

Third Frontier helps students
acquire scholarships, co-ops
By Shaina Smith
Reporter

Ohio Third l-'romicr is not only
st rengt heni ng ()hio's economic
state hut helping fund scholarships and generate co-ops for
undergraduate students.
The Ohio Third Frontier is
a SI.6 billion program created
to expand Ohio's technological
strengths and has brought economic prosperity to the state
of Ohio for the past 10 years.
The program's main focus is
building research programs
and promoting technology
development to make existing
companies more productive,
interim vice provost Deannc
Suavely said.
"The purpose is to help Ohio
be an innovation leader in the
United Stales Sn.iM'ly said.
Inside Ohio Third Frontier's
piassive program is a portion
for gram funding for scholar
ships and co-ops for math-science and technology students.
"There is a program in the
Ohio Third Frontier program
that's specifically for co-ops,"
dean of technology loseph
Frizado said, "li has the greatest potential to make the quickest change to itndergrads here
atBGSU?
Frizado said companies
apply for assistance from the
state to provide the co-op to
the student and the stale provides one third of the cost. Now
It's easier for companies to say
they want more co-ops.
"Anything that makes co-ops
easier to gel and make companies more interested in coops is a plus for us.' Frizado

said. "Though it's a small portion of the Third Frontier program, that small section still
consists of millions of dollars
... the program is really big but
a small component to Ohio
Third Frontier,"
He said funding from the
Ohio Third Frontier, given
in the form of grants, is only
received through a competitive process involving a lot of
proposal, Proposals are then
evaluated by a panel of experts
for approval.
One program that Ohio Third
Frontier program helps fund
here at the University is the
Science and Math Education
in Action Program. The Action
program is an innovative scholarship given to incoming freshmen who are math and science
education majors.
"I his year is the first cohort...
I'm just so excited about what
students can really do if they
are helped along. I mean they're
doing just great," Science and
Math Education Action Director
Barbara Moses said.
The program's purpose is to
increase the number of science
and math education graduates
at the university and increase
their value its science and math
teachers. Students are required
to do research projects and
participate in practicums that
will show them how math and
science is used in the workforce, according to the Science
and Math Education Action
Program website.
"We're trying to do the best
for the state of Ohio and our job
is preparing teachers ... I see
nothing better the state could

Photos by Alaina Bum | The BG News
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"The purpose is to
help Ohio be an
innovation leader in
the United States."
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Deanne Snavelyl Vice Provost
have funded," Moses said.
Kimbcrly Verhoff and
Matthew Jones are two of the
first members, and they agree
that the innovative scholarship
program is very valuable to
their teaching experience.
"The practicum should be a
really good experience seeing
what math and science actually
does in the work force," Jones
said. "So when teaching it you
can have real life examples of
what you can use it for."
The Ohio Third Frontier has
reached the end of its 10 year
life and in order for the program to continue in its efforts it
will have to be voted in by Ohio
residents on this May's ballot.
Verhoff said that even though
she didn't exactly know what
the Ohio Third Frontier program was she still thinks it
is very beneficial in funding
scholarship programs like
ACTION.
"There is a need for math and
science majors, and I'm getting
all these experiences that will
help when I graduate," she said.
"They believe they have created 48,000 high tech high paying jobs so that's pretty good,"
Suavely said, "The Ohio Third
Frontier returnsoninvestments
average 22 percent wh ich is also
a good amount."
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DRIVE BY: Students walk through
23 brand new cars lined up in the
Union oval Wednesday afternoon.
The American Marketing Association
sponsored the event, which featured
cars from four local dealerships.
According to junior Josh Sevcik. who
helped organize the event, the stunt
was meant to help promote local
businesses.
EXPLORE: Freshman Antonito
Bradley takes a look inside a Nissan
ma on campus Wednesday afternoon.

CAMPUS BRIEF
Enlighten Project to host Clothing Swap to promote Freecycling
Enlighten is providing an opportunity (or students to get (ree clothes in exchange for their old ones. Next Wednesday. April 28.
Enlighten will host a Clothing Swap in the Union Oval. Students can bring clothes that they no longer like or that do not fit. and
trade them in for clothes other students bring. Today, at the Ecofair in the Union, students can bring their clothes in and drop them
off at the Enlighten table. Clothes will also be welcomed on the day of the event, but this is an opportunity to get a head start.

We offer nearly 1,000
online credit classes
flexible enough to fit
your schedule and
affordable enough
to fit your budget.

Online learning at
Cuyahoga Community College.
we meet you where you are.
4

•«

SUMMER CLASSES
BEGIN JUNE 1, JUNE 14
AND JULY 7.

Where
futures
begin

800-954-8742
www.tri-c.edu/futures

2010 NFL Draft

What's Next?

c

After a season where he posted a mind-blowing 155 receptions, 1770 yards and 19 touchdowns, Freddie Barnes' next step begins with this weekend's NFL Draft. The BG News looks at three possible destinations.
Other wide receivers: Mohammad
Massaquoi is the team's No. 1 target but after that, its
anyone's game Chansi Studcey. Brian Robiske and Syndric
Steptoe are exclusive receivers, who will battle for positions
Jn camp, while Joshua Cribbs plays the position at times.

)raft picks: The Browns
have plenty of draft picks to fill their
Ineeds. one of which is wide receiver.
[Cleveland has 10 picks in the 2010 NFL|
|Draft. and five of those come in the
fifth or sixth rounds, which is when
Barnes could be drafted.

^<*

Jratt Kicks: With only
^five picks it would seem the Bears
|have limited options in the upcoming
draft, but with all of those picks coming in the third round or later Barnes
keasily could be on Chicago's radar.

11

.
Other wide receivers:
■ Earlier this month, the Steelers
. traded star wide receiver and Super
"Bowl XLIII MVP Santonio Holmes
to the New York Jets. With Holmes
gone. Hines Ward will remain the go-to
receiver, while Mike Wallace will likely
fill the secondary role.

"Other wide receivers:
On a team full of speed with the likes'
|of Devin Hester and Johnny Knox. the
ears need a possession receiver. While
Earl Bennet and Rashied Davis are
decent first options, the supporting cast
at wide receiver for Jay Cutler isn't as
strong as it could be.
r

Offensive system:
With Mike Holmgren the new president of
the team, the Browns are instituting the West ]
Coast Offense. The major piece of the WCO

is plays of 15 yards or less, which is mostly
what Barnes did for BG in 2009. Needing a

strong possession receiver for the WCO to
work. Barnes' vacuum-hands would be the
perfect fit. The Browns are also hoping to
exploit Cribbs through the Wildcat offense.
md Barnes could be used as a quarterback
inthat formation at the NFL level.

Intangibles: Barnes is
^already used to wearing orange
[and brown, so what better team for
him to go to than the Browns?

'tensive System: A psue' do-West Coach style offense, Chicago
■relies on multiple short passing routes that
lould play in to Barnes' favor. A strong base I
of quick hitting short routes, something
Barnes perfected at the collegiate level,
would allow the Bears to set up deeper
routes for their faster players while still foreLing the defense to respect the short game.

Intangibles: Pittsburgh
has already traded Holmes in what
was mostly due in large part to his offthe-field issues, and if Roethlisberger
continues down the path he is on now,
he could be next. And if Roethlisberger
goes, there will be no one to wear No.
7. Wait, doesn't Barnes wear No. 7?

Intangibles: A native
of Chicago Heights. III., the Bears
would be a homecoming for Barnes
and a nice short drive for his mother,
^ho attended almost every game
during his career as a Falcon.
r

Offensive System:
Last season Pittsburgh threw
Draft Picks: The Steeler:
the ball 536 times. 108 more plays
have 10 picks, with six of th ose
than they ran on the ground. Barnes
2 picks coming in the fifth round or later.
finished his Falcon career with 297
However. Wallace was drafted 84th
catches - the most in school history. If
overall in the third round last year, and
the Steelers plan on throwing the ball
with the 82nd pick in the third round
as much as they did last year. Barnes
this year, don't be surprised if the
would be nice fit to be at the other
Steelers go for another top receiver.
end of those passes.

Last ten picks from BG

Class of the MAC: The top 10 prospects to watch from the Mid-American Conference

1

1 Dan Lefevour, QB,
Central Michigan

■ 2. Freddie Barnes, WR,
Bowling Green

5. Taylor Price, WR,
Ohio
4. Tim Hiller, QB,
Western Michigan

ft

5. James Starks, RB,
Buffalo

■ 6. Antonio Brown, WR,
Central Michigan

7. Barry Church, S,
Toledo

i

8. Jameson Konz TE/FB,
Kent State

ft

9. Junior Galette, OLB,
Temple
10. Edwin Adamski, C,
Northern Illinois

2007: Kory Lichtenstieger, center, fourth round, Denver
2005: Omar Jacobs, quarterback, fifth round. Pittsburgh
2004: Scott Mruckzkowski, center, seventh round, San Diego
2003: Josh Harris, quarterback, sixth round, Baltimore
1994: Charlie Williams, cornerback, third round, Dallas
1991: Cris Shale, punter. 10th round. Washington
1990: Reggie Thorton, wide receiver, fifth round, Minnesota
1990: Ronald Heard, wide receiver, sixth round. Pittsburgh
1990: Derrick Carr, defensive end, eighth round. New Orleans
1989: Kyle Kramer, safety, fifth round, Cleveland

i
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BG flies by WMU in blowout
Falcons score five runs in the first inning and never look back on way to win;
Derek Spencer starts the game off with first inning grand slam in five run first
"I think it was a great team win for us. The

By Justin Onflow
Reporter

I he Falcon baseball team
extended its winning streak
to five, routing Western
Michigan 19-4 Wednesday
afternoon at Steller Field.
BG (15-18-1) got off to a
hot start in the first, loading the bases with no outs
lor Derek Spencer.
With the wind blowing out
to right. Spencer roped a shot
into the trees beyond the right
field wall.
"|Spencer| getting the grand
slam was really, really big to
get us going," coach Danny
Schmitz said.
The Falcons tacked on
another run in the first frame
and never looked back, scoring at least one run in six separate innings.
I reshman Nick liriins took

the mound for the Falcons
and went five solid innings in
rest of the guys that came in relief did a
the win. He allowed all four of
the Broncos' runs but never
great job and put zeros on the board."
allowed a big inning. Three
of Western Michigan's runs
Danny Schmitz | BG coach
came off sacrifice flies.
Michael Frank, Patrick inning, senior center fielder seventh inning to put (he finMartin. Ross Gerdeman, TJ. Hlanton made the play of ishing touch on the Falcon
Patrick O'Brien and Dan the game, leaping above the victory. It was McFarland's
Parsons combined for four center field fence to rob the first home run of the year.
The Falcons will travel
scoreless relief innings, allow- Broncos of a home run.
"The catch that Blanton south this weekend to face
ing only two hits and striking
made out in center field was Ohio for a three-game series.
out two Broncos.
"I think it was a great team a fantastic catch because if It marks the beginning of Midwin for us." Schmitz said. "The he doesn't that's a three-run American Conference East
rest of the guys that came in homer and we go from maybe Division play for BG and presrelief did a great job and put a seven-run game down to a ents an opportunity for the
four-run game, so that was Falcons to keep their momenzeros on the board."
tum going.
I'he Falcons also contin- huge." Schmitz said.
"Wcarestartingtoplayinour
Dennis Vaughn, Ion Berti
ued their outstanding play in
the field. The team allowed and Tyler Flkins paced the division now. so each game is
only one error, which did Falcons with three hits each that much more important,"
not result in any Western in the game. Senior Brandon Schmitz said. "Right now.
McFarland added a pinch-hit. we're starting to click on all
Michigan runs.
In the top of the fifth three-run home run in the cylinders."

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS I I-EBGWWS

DELI VERY: Dan Parsons delwrsa pitch in the eighth inning ol BG'swin aqaiKt Wfetem Mdigsn.

Rugby team drops both games in national tournament

ESCAPE: "he RG ruijby loam lost both games in a national tournament in California this past weekend
By Christopher Rambo
Reporter

For the second straight year, the
BG Rugby Club concluded its season with a trip to the California

coast to compete in the USA
Rugby National Round of IB, held
this year in Santa Barbara.
Unfortunately for the Falcons,
they also walked away from the
weekend the same wav thev did

Pmfcmri
Properties Co.

in 2(K)9; witli a pair of tough losses. BG started off by losing 32-15
to a powerful San Diego State
squad on Friday, before losing to
St. Mary's 52-31 in the consolation round on Saturday,

Against the Aztecs. BG played
what coach Tony Mazzarella
called "one of our best games of
the season." only to be undone by
some costly missed opportunities. In the early going, the Falcons
executed Mazzarella's game plan
to near-perfection, matching the
bigger Aztecs physical blow for
physical blow.
I lowever, the Falcons missed
a couple of opportunities deep
in SDSII territory to punch the
ball in for tries and, despite a stellar kicking effort by Nick Viviani,
trailed 20-15 midway through
tile second half. From tbere, the
Aztecs' superior physical conditioning began to pay dividends
as they used a pair of tries to
cruise home.
"It was really a tale of two games."
Mazzarella said. "It's a shame. We
had them right where we wanted
them, but we just had a couple
of mistakes that really came back
to bite us. Against a team that
talented, you can't afford to help
them out one bit."
On Saturday, Mazzarella admitted that his team was probably a

"It was really a tale of two games. It's a
shame. We had them right where we wanted
them, but we just had a couple of mistakes
that really came back to bite us..."
Tony N'azz.irci:^ i BG ucfly co.icr,

bit worn out. which could have
accounted for their sloppy defensive performance during a 52-31
loss to St. Mary's, liven though
both teams were eliminated from
national title contention, the contest was still used to determine
seeding for next year.
"I still am searching for a reason why we lost that |St. Mary'sl
game," Mazzarella said. "That
was definitely one of the poorer
defensive performances we've
had in a while."
Similar to the first game, matters were tight well into the second half before the Gaels were
able to use a flurry of points to
pull away.
Although making it to this
point for two consecutive years

is quite an accomplishment,
Mazzarella received a sense that
his team was dissatisfied with
the results and was hungry to
start reaching for more.
"There is no doubt that we have
accomplished a lot together as
a team," Mazzarella said. "But
everybody knows that there is
whole other level that teams like
San Diego State have reached,
and that we are still trying to get
to. As a coach I also have to reevaluate certain strategies and
techniques to make sure I am
putting them in the best position possible to succeed. The
good news is that everybody
seems more than willing to pay
the necessary price for greater
long-term success."

HATS OFF TO YOU...

Bowen-Thompson Student Union Grads!

Find A Place To Call Home

ymwprelerredpropemesco.com

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts.
Updated Birchwood {small pet allowed)
Mini Mall Apts (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses

Now Renting For
Summer 2010
OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Fri: 8-4:30
530 S. Maple St.
419-352-9378

2-£

Hillsdale
1 & 2 bdrm apts
3 bdrm Townhouses
washer & dryer (in 2 & 3
bedrm), diswasher,
garbage disposal,
central air and heat, carports
1045 N. Main St.
Bowling Green. OH 43402

419-353-5800
meccabg.com

info@meccabg.com

CA
Management Inc.;

^STUDENT UNION ^^^^^
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SUMMER LEASES
NOW

AVAI1 ABLE!

GREEN BFUAR, INC.
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Softball begins first conference road trip
Falcons to play at Miami and Ball State this weekend
and the Cardinals are com- to Kent State and a split with
ing off a pair of wins against Buffalo. The RedHawks are
Buffalo and a pair of losses fourth in the MAC East.
The Falcon Softball team against Kent State.
Both teams met in April
will embark on their first
When the teams last met, in 2009, and BG was defeated in
Mid-American Conference, 2009, Ball State was able to a two-game series, 1-0 and
road trip with four games in sweep a doubleheader against 7-1. BG also has a winning
three days.
the Falcons, winning the first record against the RedHawks
BG will lace Ball State on game 7-2 and then the second going 50-38 since the teams
Friday in doubleheader action 10-2 in five innings. Ball State first played in 1979.
at 1 p.m., before facing Miami went on to finish the year 18-3
Miami finished second in
on Saturday and Sunday at 2 and won the MAC.
the MAC East last season finp.m. and 1 p.m.. respectively.
While the Cardinals are ishing 13-9 in conference play
The Falcons (10-16, 6-4 returning six starters from and 33-24 overall.
MAC) are tied for second in that championship team, hisThe team was able to comthe MAC East.
tory is on the Falcons' side. pete in the NCAA Regionals
BG swept the weekly MAC The all-time record between where they went 1-2 and have
awards winning both Player the teams is 47-30 in favor of returned seven starters for
(freshman Paige Berger) and BG. Ball State coach Craig this season.
Pitcher of the Week (junior Nicholson leads the Cardinals
Following the weekend's
Zada l.inesl this past week' in his fourth season with the conference play. BG will make
after successful
games team and has tallied an over- up their postponed, April
against Toledo.
all coaching record of 810-180. 7 doubleheader with Notre
Ball State (28-11, 6-4 MAC)
Miami (20-19, 5-5 MAC) is Dame, in South Bend, Ind., on
is second in (he MAC West. coming off of a pair of loses April 28.
By B. i-t I Wan*
Reporter

ANDREA FEHL

'.:,.

SLICK FIELDING: Paige Be«jer looks to thiom out a tunnet in a

Cavs LeBron shows his love for Chicago
After Chicago's Joakim Noah criticizes Cleveland, reigning MVP says he loves vacationing in city
INDEPENDENCE. Ohio (AP)
— LeBron lames loves vacationing in Chicago. He just
has no interest in doing it
anytime soon.
After the Chicago Bulls'
Joakim Noah sharply criticized the city of Cleveland,
saying there is nothing to do
and no one vacations there,
lames on Wednesday called
Chicago one of the greatest
places in America.
"It's an awesome city. Great
restaurants, great shopping,"
said lames, who spent three
summers in Chicago while
in high school working out
at Michael Ionian's facility.
"I have nothing bad (to say)
about Chicago, and I'm not
saying that because of what

he said about Cleveland. I'm
dead serious. We all love
Chicago."
Without prompting, James
then added that he has vacationed in Chicago a few
times. As reporters laughed
at the irony, lames chuckled,
but insisted he was serious.
"You all are making it a joke,
tomorrow it's going to be a
joke, but I'm being very serious," he said. "I love Chicago.
I love Cleveland and love
Akron, too."
The Cavaliers practiced
at home Wednesday before
departing for Chicago, where
they will face the Bulls on
Thursday already leading
their Eastern Conference
playoff series 2-0.

The top-seeded Cavs can
advance and prevent Noah
and the Bulls from returning
to Cleveland by sweeping the
series with wins on Thursday
and Sunday.
lames was at his best in
Game 2, finishing with 40
points, eight rebounds and
eight assists.
He scored 15 in the
fourth quarter in response
to Chicago's bench, which
dared him throughout the
night to shoot jump shots.
lames appeared offended
by the challenge after the
game on Monday and was
still shaking his head about
it Wednesday.
"I understand a lot of
teams would like to make

"It's an awesome city. Great restaurants,
great shopping. I have nothing bad (to say)
about Chicago, and I'm not saying that
because of what he said about Cleveland.
I'm dead serious. We all love Chicago."
LeBron James I Cavaliers forward

me shoot jumpers and keep
me out of the paint," lames
said, "That's what I would
do if I was guarding me, but
I wouldn't talk to me if I was
guarding me. I would just let
me play my game."
James' game has him
on the verge of winning a

second consecutive MVP
award, but he took exception
Wednesday to the criticism
he receives after big games.
lames said he's tired
of hearing he doesn't get
his teammates involved
on nights he has scoring
outbursts.

It kind of bothers me,"
lames said. "I still end up
with eight rebounds and
eight assists. It doesn't make
sense to me. I feel like my
presence on the court as an
individual automatically gets
our teammates involved."
Teammate Anthony Parker
has heard the criticisms, but

dismisses them.
"If Carmelo (Anthony) has
a big game, if Kobe (Bryant)
has a big game, it's not the
same." Parker said. "He's
one of the most unselfish
superstars. We know what
LeBron can do and we trust
him to make the right decision. If he has a game where
he's feeling it, we trust him
to score."

BOOK BUYBACK ALREADY IN FULL SWING

ALK
SALE!

<^ APRIL 16-17-^

o
o

419.353.7732 • www.sbxgofalcons.com • 530 E. Wooster St
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so that every row, column
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
Way more Sudoku and win prizes at:
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Ethics panel opens
cover up probe in
Massa case

Lawmakers defend
Day of Prayer after
court ruling

WASHINGTON-The
Obama administration's top
diplomat for the Middle East said
the US has warned Syria numerous times in recent weeks that
transferring ballistic missiles to
Lebanon s Hezbollah militia could
lead to war in the region.

WASHINGTON-The House
ethics committee on Wednesday
opened what it said will be "a full and
complete investigation' into whether
anyone covered up information that
former Rep Eric Massa sexually
harassed male staff members.

WASHINGTON - Some members of Congress are condemning
a federal judge's ruling that the
National Day of Prayer is uncon-

Assistant Secretary of State for
Near East Affairs Jeffrey Feltman
said Wednesday that giving such
weapons to Hezbollah would be
"an incendiary, provocative action
He would not confirm reports
that Syria has sent Scud missiles
to Hezbollah, but he said the
administration viewed the matter
with the gravest concern
Feltman told a congressional
committee that Syrias leadership
needs to understand the risks of
arming Hezbollah, which he said
could affect war and peace in the
region

&

CAMELS CAN
SURVIVE IN
THE DESERT
WITHOUT
DRINKING FOR
ALMOST 3
MONTHS!

BG NEWS WIRE

Syria missile
reports deeply
troubling

-Matthew Lee (AP)

z7

1

•

The investigation will likely reach
into the office of Speaker Nancy
Pelosi. Massas chief of staff met with
an aide in Pelosi s office in October
- some five months before the New
York Democrat resigned - to discuss
Massas problems with employees.
Leadership aides have insisted that
those discussions did not include the
sexual harassment allegations.
Massa. 50. resigned from the
House last month after the sexual
harassment allegations surfaced The
ethics committee cannot investigate
former members, but can look into
what others did - or did not do
- with knowledge of Massas conduct.
To emphasize the importance of
the case, the four-member investigative subcommittee will be led by
committee Chairman Zoe Lofgren,
D-Calif. and ranking Republican Jo
Bonner of Alabama.

A group of House members on
Wednesday joined faith organizations on Capitol Hill to defend the
day of prayer They say prayer has
long been part of the countrys
history.
A federal judge in Wisconsin
ruled last week that the National
Day of Prayer is unconstitutional
because it amounts to a call for
religious action. The judge did
not bar any observances until all
appeals are exhausted
Congress established the day
in 1952 and in 1988 set the first
Thursday in May as the day for
presidents to issue proclamations
asking Americans to pray.

Your Newspaper

Share your insight, creativity, ideas and opinions with the campus community

The BG News is now accepting applications
for Summer & Fall 2010 Staffs
Reporters
Staff Editors
Opinion Columnists
Photographers
Graphic Designers

• Copy editors

• Web Staff
• Videographers
• On-Line Media
Assistants

Applications are available in 210 or 204 West Hall.
Interviews will begin April 26.
Return completed application and please sign up for an
interview time at 210 West Hall.

Mabus declined to say what he
thinks should happen if it turns
out that North Korea sank the ship.
North Korea has denied involvement.
- Anne Gearan (AP)

the ruling
- Ann Sanner (AP)

Court said Ga. lawyers can't
get extra money for good
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Supreme Court on Wednesday
ruled that a federal judge cannot award more money to winning lawyers simply because he
thought they did a good job.
The high court threw out
the enhanced attorney fees
for lawyers who sued to force
dramatic changes in Georgia's
foster care system.
U.S. District Judge Marvin
Shoob awarded them $10.5
million in attorney fees, a $4.5
million enhancement on top of
a $6 million award. Shoob said
he increased the award because
of the exceptional results that
children's advocates achieved.
The 11th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals refused to overturn
his decision.
But Justice Samuel Alito,
who wrote the majority opinion for the court, said judges
can increase attorney fees, but
this judge did not give adequate
justification for such a large
increase. "The judge's discretion is not unlimited," Alito said.
"It is essential that the judge
provide a reasonably specific
explanation for all aspects of

FRUGAL
FALCON$

"The judge's
discretion is not
unlimited."
Samuel Alito | Justice

a fee determination, including
any award of an enhancement."
Without an explanation, Alito
said, "widely disparate awards
may be made, and awards
may be influenced (or at least,
may appear to be influenced)
by a judge's subjective opinion
regarding particular attorneys
or the importance of the case."
Alito was joined in (he opinion by the court's conservatives:
Chief Justice John Roberts,
Clarence Thomas, Anthony
Kennedy and Antonin Scalia.
The court's liberals, lustices
Stephen Breyer, John Paul
Stevens, Ruth Bader Ginsburg
and Sonia Sotomayor, agreed
with Alito (hat judges can
increase attorney fees, but
rejected the idea that the
high court should have gotten
involved with the judge's decision in the Georgia case.

-.Shamrock
3r< Storage

DO's and DONTs
About Cars
, (hrck „ul WWW.BGVKWS.COM

i*
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Navy Secretary Ray Mabus said
the U.S. is contributing expertise
and equipment to the salvage
effort. But he would not say
exactly what the United States is
doing to help determine the cause
of the blast, saying some of the
information is classified.

The lawmakers urged the
Obama administration to appeal

£©NEWS
P

At least 38 South Korean sailors
died.

- Larry Margasak (AP)

THE BG NEWS

ened

WASHINGTON-The U.S.
Navy is helping the South Korean
military raise and examine the
South Korean frigate that sank
after a mysterious explosion last
, month.

The case has political importance
this year, as Republicans have
tried to make the ethical conduct
of Democrats a campaign issue
- turning the tables on an issue that
Democrats used successfully against
Republicans to win control of the
House in 2006.

Help Make

•
•
•
•
•

stitutional

Navy chief US helps
salvage ship after
explosion
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Do business with
reputable dealers.
Check with the Better
Business Bureau and
family and friends for
advice.

• Neat Campus
1

St!c:inity Fence
•24 Hi Access
•Clean
1

Many Sizes

Sewn* wvn-fecMOutONoOOv
Brought to you by:

STODEiVrMONEY

Summer
Storage!

"BGSU.
www.bg uiedurtmrm
419S72.22S?

Questions or further information?
Contact The BG News at thenews^hgnews.com
i

\

CREDIT UNION

Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

(419)354-0070
1724E.Wooster
www.shamrockbg.com

WASHINGTON

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM

Obama said a court nominee who
backs women's rights is Very important'
By Ban Feller
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON — Presidenl
Barack Obama, (reading carefully on the explosive issue of
abortion and the Supreme Court,
said Wednesday he will choose
a nominee who pays heed to
women'srightsand privacy when
interpreting the Constitution.
"That's very important to me,"
Obama said. Yet he insisted
he will not make any potential
nominee pass a "litmus test" on
abortion rights.
Obama consulted Senate
leaders from both parties at
the White House as he moved
toward choosing a replacement
for lustice John Paul Stevens,
who turned 90 on Tuesday and
is retiring.
The White House says
Obama is considering about
10 people and has begun conversations with candidates. A
nominee is expected within
the next few weeks.
Noting that the abortion
debate has long divided the
country, Obama underscored his
belief in a right to privacy while
attempting not to box himself in.
The Supreme Court declared
in 1973 through its Roe v. Wade
decision that a woman has a constitutional right to an abortion,

Thursday April 22.201011 '

The Daily Crossword Fixfjjj
brought to you by I *
Call before the game
_ in the bucket
Stockholm native
Colored a bit
Like some daring
lootball kicks
6 Steep outcropping
7 Brewery feature
8 Act like fools?
9 Let out, say
10 Honored with a
crown of foliage
11 Stan of a spell
12 Go for a Masters?
13 CBS part: Abbr.
21 Roaming types
22 Green Goblin
portrayer in
Spider-Man films
26 Rock producer Brian
27 Newspaper revenue
component
29 _-Tass: news
agency
30 Red inside
31 I-90 in Mass. et al.
32 Magic harp thief
33"__ hollers. ..."
34 _ matter

1
2
3
4
5

"I am somebody who believes that women
should have the ability to make often very
difficult decisions about their own bodies
and issues of reproduction."
Barack Obama I President
and close questioning on the
issue has heen a feature of Senate
confirmation hearings since
then. Federal courts have battled
with the ramifications since the
landmark decision, although the
core ruling has gone untouched.
When asked if he could nominate someone who did not support a woman's right to choose,
Obama said: "I am somebody
who believes that women should
have the ability to make often
very difficult decisions about
their own bodies and issues of
reproduction."
As for his nominee, Obama
said he would repeat the stand
of other presidents by not judging candidates with a singleissue test.
"But I will say that I want somebody who is going to be interpreting our Constitution inawaythat
takes into account individual
rights, and that includes women's
rights," Obama said. "And that's
going to be something that's

very important to me, because 1
think part of what our core constitutional values promote is the
notion that individuals are protected in their privacy and their
bodily integrity. And women are
not exempt from that."
Stevens is the leader of the
liberals on the court, and the
person Obama nominates is not
expected to change the ideological balance among the justices.
Still, Republicans can be expected to press the nominee on how
future decision might beaffected
by his or her views on abortion
and other contentious issues.
Among those under consideration are federal appeals court
judges Diane Wood, Merrick
Garland and Sidney Thomas, former Georgia Chief Justice Leah
Ward Sears, U.S. Solicitor General
Elena Kagan, Michigan Gov,
lennifer Granholm, Homeland
Security
Secretary
Janet
Napolitano and Harvard law
School Dean Martha Minow.
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ACROSS
1 Must
6 "Iron Chef America"
chelCat _
10 Trails
14 Dickens's mysterious Mr. Drood
15 Fidel's successor
16" Named Sue"
17 Israeli ambassador Moshe
18 Like some profs.
19 Web links
20 Uneasy about a farm
team member?
23 Michael Phelps sponsor
24 "Dies "
25 Humble
28 Play lootsie. say
32 It may be up
35 Plus
36 Shoe pan for Astaire
37 Uneasy about a long shot?
41 Maps
42 Fair-hiring abbr.

36 Believer
38 First three numbers,
in some directories
39 "Not a problem!"
40 Cargo unit
45 Again, to Gaius
46 Talk out again
47 "Old" punches?
49 High country
51 According to
52 Dabbling ducks
53 Bogarts
"High Sierra" role
54 Musical ending
55 Follow
56 Don Juan's mother
57 Random collection
58 Fire suppressant

43 Hi or lo follower
44 "Flowers for Algernon"
author Daniel
45 "Analyze That" star
48 Top-shelf
ANSWERS
50 Where Caligula reputedly tried I
to seat his 67-Across
N 0 0 1
4 s a 0 M
i Z a V
54 Uneasy about an aquarium
^ 1 3 t* 5 » 1 A v 0 3 3Q
fish?
a
a
0
0
*
1
3
"■O
1 N 3 O
59 Winery prefix
1
v 3 s 3 H ' 0 N 3 X 0 1 H 0
60 Casual top
N
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3 1 » N 1 ',■ 1
61 Stock phrase
S 1 A 3,X
0 H 1 N 3 a
62 Exploit
S 3 u
3 O d 1 s 1 ■i V M 3
63 Etonic competitor
X a « 0 3 H 1 1 0 0 1 tf a d(V
64 Peachy
d v 1 1 U 1
a N V
D 1, r
65 Wood shaper
3 H 1 a
i 11 1 1
66 Appear dramatically
■■3 » .1 mmmc. a J 3 d s
67 Word to add to 20-. 37- and
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Classified Ads
419-372-6977
The B(! News will not knowingly
accept advertisements thai discriminate, or encourage discrimination
against any individual or group on
the hasis of ran1, sex, color, creed,
religion, national origin, sexual orientation, disability, status as a veteran, or on the basis of any other
legally protected status.

For Rent

For Rent

"2 bdrm apts. 300 block E. Merry,
353-0325 9-9pm / apts. houses ell's,
tree internet, see CartyRentals com

2BR apts. 4th St, pets OK. reduced
price. $490/mo *gas/elec; water incl
Call 419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456

"3 person house, 144 S. Summit,
large porch, 4 BR, 3 baths, $900/mo.
Avail Aug 15, call 419-308-2050.

2BR duplex. $590/mo,
includes utilities.
Call 419-352-5882

"3-4 bdrm houses, next to campus
Multiple tenants over 3 allowed on
lease, new flooring. W/D. 300 block
ot Merry / Reed Must Go.
MAKE OFFER, 353-0325, 9-9pm
Iree internet, see CartyRentals com

2BR upper apt on a quiet street.
S525/mo + utilities.
Call 419-352-3139 after 5pm.

1 BR apt across trom campus,
avail May 12th, S350/mo + util.

Services Offered

Call 419-897-5997
WANTED: KARAOKE SINGERS!
Must be able to have fun! Apply in
person every Thurs after power hour!
Campus Quarters Sports Bar

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING' up to $300/day. No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.
Access 900* job postings
on WorkNet
BGSU Career Center
hire.bgsu.edu
SALES REPRESENTATIVES
Hiring 4 people who would like to
work 4 nights per week, 4 hours per
night to eam $400 per week.
E-mail resume toaddonald@aol.com

1 BR apt, 854 8th St, $400 /mo. ♦
elec w/ S400 security dep. No pets
Call 419-392-3354
12 month leases starting May 2010
322 E Court- IBRapt.
$440/mo includes all util.
230 N Enterprise - 1BR. $370/mo
837 3rd St - 3BR. 2ba. $840/mo
847 2nd St - 3BR, 2ba, $900/mo
Call for August available rentals.
www.BGApartments.com
Smith Apt. Rentals - 419-352-8917
1 BR apt, near campus,
S475/mo, utilities included.
Call 419-352-5882.

2BR. 1 bath apt. 8th St
washer/dryer,
call 419-352-8872.
3BR house ♦ util. avail 5/15/10.
3 room effic incl util. avail NOW.
1 rm studio apt incl util. avail 7/15/10
2BR apt +ulil, avail 8/15/10
Call 419-601 -3225 or 352-4773
3BR. 2 bath - house, 5th St,
A/C, W/D hookup, avail May.
$775/mo. call 419-352-8872.

• Summer Only Rentals'"
300 block of Merry,
Call 419-353-0325. 9am-9pm

VILLAGE

APARTMENTS

* Apartments Available *
* Minutes from BGSU *
* Pet friendly community *
* Gas included *

SPECIAL SPRING
RUnS AVAILABLE!
Located at:

300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green

Exclusive
selection of
European
wine!

• German Coffee
• Swiss Chocolates
• Variety <>i fruii jukes
vegetable SpIVacfc
.mil more!

M

IASLADA BISTRO

■ European Dining Bxperumce

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

BG Apts-818/822 2nd St.
2BR Apts Avail May or August.
S490/S5O0 » util 12 mo lease
www.BGApartments.com
Smith Apt. Rentals - 419-352-8917

Large 2BR furnished apt. A/C.
850 Scott Hamilton.quiet. clean
Call 419-352-1104.

Shamrock Storage
Many sizes Near BGSU
ShamrockBG com 419-354-0070

Look lor more listings on the
BG News website housing directory
www bgviews.com

Sign for next year now and save
S420/mo for year lease. 709 Fifth St
2BR, 2 baths C/A. call Jack or Phil
tor appt at 800-829-8638

Charming 3BR home. 1 bath,
attch garage. 1/2 mile from campus.
S895/mo. call 513-312-3586

3BR. 2 bath - house, 5th St,
Avail Aug, $675/mo
Call 419-352-8872
842 / 846 7th St, 3BR. 2 bath, new &
modern duplexes, close to campus.
Call 419-353-5078

KICK GAS! FREE HEAT! 1 & 2 BR
$99 SD Special1 Great Location!
Pet Friendliest1 419-353-7715
www varsilysquareapts com

2 BR duplex, private parking & patio.
836 Scott Hamilton. Clean & quiet
Avail. 5/1/10. S560/mo. + util.
Call 419-352-1104.

1 S V;H

,'i*,ii Hum]*.' without cwr having t<i leave Bnwlint: Green!
IfUS UainSticd Bowling Green, OH l'honc:f4l9 ^~* ■'■-"
www.iia.sIadabistro.coin

CARRY OUI ONLY

Highland Management
Now leasing for 2010-2011 s.y.
1 S 2 bedroom apartments
Call 419-354-6036. M-F. 9am -3pm
www bghighlandmgmt com

Newer, cozy. 1 BR duplex w/deck.
close to campus, yr lease, avail now!
S450/mo ♦ elec. call 419-654-5716
Nice 2BR house, near campus,
new inside, energy eflicient
S750/mo Call 419-352-5882

SUBLEASE avail May-July,
S340/mo + utils. furnished, spacious
Contact smithlm^bgsu edu
Subleasers needed. May - Aug
4BR. close to campus, negot rent
Call 330-231-8207 or 216-272-5175

NOW RENTING - SPRING & FALL.
CALL 419-352-3445. 9am-9pm
martenrentals.com

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

2 clean & quiet 4BR houses on
Wooster. $1000-$1200/mo ♦ util,
avail May, call 419-352-1104.

For Rent

Alsn t$y OUT uulhcntii
F.iirtifteiiit Goods:

a 0 D Ho

Hurry >"'•

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS
EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
EXTRA AMENITIES
(Full lor May. 2 BR only for August)

2010-2011, 1 &2BR, Mayor Aug.
1 8 2 BR avail now, short S long
term. For more info call 354-9740
or contact: ghoversonOwoh rr com

www meccabg com
Mecca Management. Inc
419-353-5800

We Deliver
Great
Dinners!

"Home away from Home"

IfVYWOODj
APTS. <%

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION

FgjS.MiinSt.-BG
'
419m::—■ www.sambs.com

Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

- r I Bdrm./Studios
( ,ill ,ih(Uil Kcitl.ll

, Spec i.ilsK Reduced
, Security Deposits as
well <is summer

Use Edison summer classes to...

Feelin'the heat to

NearBCI
!(iSII.|)riViiti'p<itiii^>
entrance,
tKe. extra storage, S
^l
pets welcome,
^\
short term leases avaO^

1

419 352 7691 • uia

Complete college in 4 years, not 5 or 6.

cormoranlioiom

4»9-35*-633S

Back home in west central

Secure your apartment for

2010-2011!

Ohio this summer'' Pick up

m

an Edison class schedule

§

Each summer, students
trom 75 Ohio institutions

Stop in our office for current
listings.
GOING FAST!!

enroll at Edison
Take Edison freshman and sophomore courses in
the general education "transfer module." They're
guaranteed to transfer back to your university.
At Edison, start Summer

as early as May IE

CA

Now

Management Inc.
1045 N Main St. Bowling Green, OH 43402

419-353-5800
meccabg com
inlo@meccabg com

534 S. College St. $725
532 Elm St. $850
1002 E. Wooster St. $1200

it the Piiua mi Brttnrille amietet

tTakeXourses.OnXampusToflOnUine!

Most classes begin June 20:
some open July 18.
Choose from summer "flex' courses
Classes span one. two. and three months

eDisWn
COMMUNITY ■

Check out uvuvuv.EdisonOhio.edu or call 1-800-922-3722, ext 7850 for a complete course listing

Newlove Rentals
,

332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com
I

• Three/Four bedroom
duplexes and houses

SPORTS
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Falcons buck Broncos

CHRISTINA MCGIMHIS

"HEBCNEiV,

ANDREA FEHL I THE BG NEWS

BRONCO BUSTERS: Tcp left: Ryan Schlater attempts lo throw out a runner in BGs win over Western Michigan Top Right: Patrick O'Brien delivers a pitch late in BG's win over Western Michigan. O'Brien pitched one complete inning in the victory. Bottom Right- Derek Spencer
ill teammates the tut gave BG a 4-0 lead and they never looked back Bottom Left Matt Vannett watches as a pitch sails by for a strike.

within48.hours&

look & lease

Extra Savings in April!
SIGN UP TODAY AND SAVE!

CAMPBELL HILL
TOWNHOUSES
308-330 CAMPBELL HILL ROAD
3 bedroom, 1V2 bath townhouses with AC,
furniture, full basement, washer/dryer, free internet
$900 per month plus utilities (limit S)
$99 per person Deposit Special
2 bedroom, 1 Vt bath townhouses with AC,
furniture, full basement, microwaves,
washer and dryers, free internet
Starting at $670 per month plus utilities
(2 person rate)

*Os
GREENBRIAR, INC.

445 E.Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402
419.352.0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com

pay zero deposit

